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Since its foundation in , the French film journal Cahiers du Cin- perhaps, the most influential and probably the most
interesting film journal ever published - has been a major source of ideas and controversy within film criticism and
film-making.

The latest and bloodiest round begins in the December, issue of Positif, which devotes over a third of its 72
pages to attacks by Michel Ciment, Louis Seguin and Robert Benayoun, accusing their opponents of
Stalinism, obscurantism and outright fakery; it is quickly succeeded by angry letters and rebuttals in both
magazines. A few relevant details: Beneath this rubble of mutual abuse, Cahiers continues to be a magazine of
major importance, despite its recent masochistic rites of exorcism e. LINCOLN and MOROCCO, which read
like sociological autopsies of previous diseases and a prose so difficult to crack, even for natives, that a joke
was already making the rounds two years ago that the magazine was coming out with a new edition in French;
while Positif remains a readable, occasionally useful an insightful journal with somewhat lesser ambitions. We
would just like to correct a major mistake which betrays a complete lack of information. But it dealt with the
American cinema in a more complex way than your correspondent would like to make you believe. Then as
now, a political stand was taken and our admirations were never uncritical, but if you look at older issues you
can easily find a defense of the American cinema and of its popular genres musical, western, thriller. And
when we chose for our covers free from publicity! It is not our role to say whether it is an important matter or
not but, as long as it is dealt with, your readers should know some of the basic facts. We do not claim that in
20 years the magazine has followed a clear and pure line. We admit that some of our attitudes have evolved,
some of our judgments have been reconsidered and that we have paid more attention to various filmmakers
than we did in the past. But, more than in any other French film magazine, we think that in the issues that we
have already published you can see a certain consistency based on a defense of several new talented directors
appearing here and there in the world see for instance the first study on the cinema of Dubrovnia â€” number
27 , a consideration of the sociological and political background which gives birth to the films and of the
context in which they are shown, and a constant attention paid to the cinema in its popular genres, which
means a great interest in the American cinema. We are far from the clearcut distinction that Mr. Rosenbaum
tried to draw for your readers and we would not pay so much attention to this misinformation if it did not
appear in a magazine whose standard we have learned to appreciate. To a lesser extent, the writers of the letter
share a similar difficulty when they abridge all three of my sentences that they quote from, and consider them
outside of their contexts. My judgment of the continuing importance of Cahiers largely rests on their
contributions to research, such as their double issues devoted to Russia in the 20s , O and Eisenstein , and
more recently, their translation of a shot-by-shot description of INTOLERANCE. In all fairness, however. I
should mention that as an intelligent, dependable chronicler of both current and older films, Positif has lately
become quite superior to Cahiers, particularly during the past year. Indeed, whenever the editors find the time
to stoplaughing at their own rather ancient Surrealist jokes e. This entry was posted in Notes.
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Since its foundation in , the French film journal Cahiers du Cinema has been a major source of ideas and controversy
within film criticism and film-making. The fourth volume in this series of anthologies covers the vibrant and turbulent
period from , in which the editorial make-up and.

Cahiers du Cinema in the s, the s and the early s I ndex of names and film titles Vlll PREFACE This final
volume of selections from Cahiers du Cinema aims to reflect the principles underpinning the series which
were outlined by Jim Hillier in his Preface to the first two volumes. In particular, we have tried to ensure that
this volume is self-contained, is representative of the period covered and is accessible to the non-specialist
reader. This is not because of any editorial decision on our part. But, as Berenice Reynaud shows in her
Introduction, these positions became gradually less entrenched than they were in the immediate post years.
Cahiers, as it were, began to argue with itself. In this sense, questions about cinema and cultural struggle
remained at the top of the Cahiers agenda: A note on translations Translation always poses problems about
accurate rendition, especially when the original writing is often difficult. It would be foolish to pretend that we
have not occasionally experienced problems of translation; but we have tried throughout to be sensitive to the
original nuance without being slavishly literal. Too many translations from the French have been seduced by
faux amis: The French terms auteur and mise en scene have long been familiar in critical discussion in
English, but auteur in particular did not always have some of the meanings which have since been attached to
it. The same principle has been applied to such theoretical terms as ecriture for which there is no wholly
adequate translation. My belated thanks also to Andrew Sarris, for enlightening conversations about Cahiers
du Cinema, and cinema, in late-night San Sebastian and Berlin. I am especially grateful to Berenice Reynaud,
both for her illuminating introduction to this volume and for responding to my queries about some of the more
recondite references in the French texts. Translation is an achievement too rarely acknowledged, so I am
pleased to acknowledge the work of the translators for this volume: It was only when I undertook several
translations myself that I fully appreciated the difficulties they faced. I hope the other translators will
understand if I express my particular thanks to Annwyl Williams, whose conscientious work on three volumes
of this anthology has been exemplary. I am happy to acknowledge the work of Phillip Drummond in the
original selection of texts for this volume. Sylvie Lyall has tolerated my absences during the years I have
worked on this volume, and I am grateful to her. Routledge and the British Film Institute gratefully
acknowledge the help of Cahiers du Cinema in the compilation of these volumes. Similarly, the history of
Cahiers du Cinema between and is both fascinating and difficult to write because the generation of writers that
came of age at this time decided, with real intellectual courage, not only to face the crisis undergone by French
society but to make it the subject, the core, the motivation of their theoretical practices as film critics. Political
crisis, inter-generational crisis, crisis of identity, of civilization - but, first and foremost, crisis of cinema. So
the history of Cahiers at that time is fractured, turbulent, sometimes exhilarating, sometimes bitter, always
engaging; it abounds in ruptures, contradictory positions, fearless enthusiasms, suspicions, disgusts, stringent
1 INTRODUCTION self-criticism or amused hindsight. The journal returned to a conventional magazine
format only with the issue of July-August , with glossy paper and full illustration. Recounting the history of
Cahiers at that time also means, even indirectly, recounting the history of the individuals who made it.
Another hardcore Maoist, Philippe Pakradouni, became very active at about the same time. In February
Bernard Eisenschitz, who had been involved with Cahiers since the s and had collaborated on the special
Eisenstein issue in , was expelled after a mock trial because of his membership of the Communist Party.
Comolli eventually stopped writing in order to direct La Cecilia. Sylvie Pierre - the first and only woman to
write for Cahiers for years was living in Brazil, from where she expressed her puzzled disagreement with the
new Marxist-Leninist line, though she remained on the masthead until the July-August issue In their spirited
reply, the editorial board accused him of dogmatism. Meanwhile Oudart and Bonitzer pursued their own
theoretical explorations of the language of cinema - which for Bonitzer were to blossom in a wellreceived
series of books where his essays for Cahiers were collected before he turned to scriptwriting for Alain Resnais,
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Andre Techine and Chantal Akerman. The three leading figures of the journal were now Narboni, Toubiana
and Daney. Narboni had come as a medical student from Algiers in , where with his friend and colleague
Comolli he had been active in the local cine-club. The mids also witnessed the growing importance of
Toubiana, culminating in his becoming editor-in-chief in the s. For a long time, he worked in tandem with
Daney: He designed and implemented the new format of Cahiers in Daney published his first text for Cahiers
in Unusually for a French film critic, he travelled widely USA, India, Africa until the editorial responsibility
for the journal happened to fall to him. Toubiana wrote in the special issue devoted to Daney after his death
inJune The only thing I could offer him was that I was there. He accepted my assistance, more out of
friendship than for my abilities. For years we shared the same dark office His contribution was essential: In
January a group of former leftist militants, under the direction of Serge July, founded the newspaper
Liberation, which was to become a daily a few months later. A number of Cahiers writers, including Daney
and Toubiana. For Daney, the decision to write in a daily reflected a desire to be even more in touch with the
present, a desire which for him had become an ethical principle. This explains his decision to leave Cahiers in
to assume editorial responsibilities at Liberation; the late s at Cahiers were marked by a continuing dialogue
between the daily paper and the monthly journal, between two kinds of journalism. Strangely enough, in spite
of the Marxist-Leninist standardization and codification of the arguments in the first part of the decade, the
texts produced between and reflect a wide array of singular paths. Yet the overwhelming presence of the first
person plural cannot be written off as a simple dialecticmaterialistic device. Cahiers writers were striving to
define their position as intellectuals within the class struggle, but, more existentially, they were also working
at expressing their experience as a generation. The first person singular came back only with the post. So
every selection will necessarily be partial in both senses of the word. For in the rich exchange that marked
these often misunderstood years, in the complex dialectic between the militant impulse, the journalistic
impulse and the ambiguous role played by theory, every text conceals another, generates another, answers or
criticizes another. For the s was the decade in which the question of the present the present of politics until ,
the present of history afterwards , of the real - missed, constructed or impatient - was posed with the greatest
acuity. For French intellectuals and activists who, after ten years of Gaullism, had a sense of being divorced
from history, Maoism represented a triple advantage. The delay with which Chinese cinema came to be known
in France also worked in favour of Maoism. Other major intellectuals got involved. In March two hundred
thousand people followed the funeral procession of Pierre Overney, a Maoist militant killed by a security
guard in front of the Renault-Billancourt factory. In October the magazine Actuel was founded, providing an
outlet for a different kind of alternative culture, much inspired by the United States: No mention of women as
being an under-represented minority or a subculture, nor of feminism as a cultural front in its own right.
Between and , two women, Therese Giraud and Daniele Dubroux, wrote regularly for Cahiers,9 but their
witty, often acerbic, texts did not generate larger discussions on issues of feminism or sexual politics per se.
This seems to be the opinion of Antoine de Baecque, currently a member of the editorial team of Cahiers and
author of the two-volume Les Cahiers du Cinema: Indeed, from the point of view of survival, diffusion and
even readability, the Maoist period was a disaster. In , six issues were published, in only four the journal did
not appear again on a monthly basis until , readership decreased as low as three thousand , debts accumulated.
The irregular publication of Cahiers, for example, might have been disturbing for its readership but it also
reflected an editorial policy. What was at stake, for Cahiers writers as for most French intellectuals at the time,
was not to build a career, even less to make money, but to articulate the primacy of a certain form of reflection
in the face of the desolating events of the period. Theory seemed to be functioning in a void. Our mistake then
consisted in thinking of contradiction and ideological struggle in terms of non-relevant oppositions: As if
bourgeois ideology and the artistic products it governs were going to collapse like a vampire as soon as they
were exposed to daylight. However, the tide kept changing, as proved by the long controversy that: We have
to criticize it. Pleasure does not exist only where one is blinded,17 Yet at the time the isolation experienced by
Cahiers during the Front Culturel Revolutionnaire accurately reflected the avatars of contemporary thought:
Having split with Truffaut who withdrew from the editorial board in , while remaining a stockholder of the
publishing company , Cahiers ignored Les Deux Anglaises et Ie continent, Une belle fille comme moi and La
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Nuit americaine Day for Night. There was no dialogue with British and Americari critics and theoreticians
which could have introduced them to various theoretical practices of alternative filmmaking on both sides of
the Atlantic. The main criticism that Cahiers writers addressed to themselves after the fact was that they had
lost their initial object, cinema. Or at least lost touch with it, which may not be entirely the same thing. Again,
in this articulation of the loss I see the outline of an important truth that became clear only later: One often
tends to forget that the early writers of Cahiers displayed noted rightist tendencies, and that the aestheticism of
some of their filmic analyses can be read as reflecting a desire to foreclose, or dismiss, the notion of class
struggle. As Serge Daney was to write years later: The opposite of culture is the "Roger" of a "successful"
communication functioning as a p: As Godard said in Numero deux: Tout va bien had been another
commercial failure, another film we found important, another gap between our point of view or shall I say our
intereJtJ as critics and a disappointed audience that balked. And it was no longer possible to attribute this gap
to the advanced aesthetics of an avant-garde film-maker as opposed to the backwardness of the audience since
Godard yesterday and Allio today were simply trying to reach the largest possible audience. While Maoism
isolated Cahiers from practically everybody, it allowed a reconciliation with Godard. The latter had broken
with the journal in late to express his disagreement with the commercialism of its editor, Daniel Filipacchi.
Maoism finally constituted a common ground, where Cahiers and Godard could meet again. Vladimir and
Rosa was on the cover of Cahiers in October ; the same issue reproduced the Poretta Terme statement, through
which 24 a Maoist version of Marxism-Leninism was adopted. From the May-June issue which featured Tout
va bien on the cover , Cahiers endeavoured to write a systematic history of the Dziga Venov group, starting
with the long text by the Lou Sin Group mentioned above. In other words, that the truth of cinema lies in the
off-screen space. Bresson provided the ideological and formal model for the miu en scene of these fringes of
society. He furnished the ideological model by making the heroes of his films characters And he provided the
formal model by filming the gaze which nothing in the world or out of the frame French cinema around
records something different. Its problem is not that some person or thing has been completely excluded from it
but that various groups have been relatively privileged. It is interesting to note that this notion rarely came to a
crisis. They each hold one end of what we call "cinema", they make up the two focuses of the ellipse in which
the world of cinema has opened up, flattened and decentred itself: That everything which is currently done in
cinema is false, fascistic, perverted, pornographic. The interest of this radical position - which is nothing but
an ethical stand - is that it comes from within cinema itself This position commits them co struggle with
cinema.
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Since its foundation in , the French film journal Cahiers du Cin - perhaps, the most influential and probably the most
interesting film journal ever published - has been a major source of ideas and controversy within film criticism and
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CAHIERS DU CINEMA Published by Routledge in association with the British Film Institute Volume Four: History,
Ideology, Cultural Struggle Edited by David Wilson Introduction by Berenice Reynaud David Wilson is a freelance editor
and film script consultant.
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The fourth volume in this series of anthologies on the cinema covers the vibrant and turbulent period from , in which the
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ISBN ISBN From the Back Since its beginning in , the French movie magazine Cahiers du CinÃ©ma - probably, the
main influential and doubtless the main fascinating movie magazine ever released - has been an immense resource of
rules and controversy inside movie feedback and film-making.
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